
An entirely virtual data centre 
that combines best-in-class technology with obsessive security and support 

CLOUDNETX
About NETLOGiX NETXCLOUD

NET X Cloud by NETLOGiX is a hyper-converged ICT solution. It stacks virtual machines, virtual 
networking, virtual security and virtual data recovery on the best available processing and storage 
infrastructure, housed in fully redundant, colocated and ISO-certified data centres. NETLOGiX is a 
certified VMware partner so you can rest in the knowledge that you are supported by an excellent 
team using the best technology we’ve found.

NET X Cloud is a complete virtual data centre solution as a service from NETLOGiX. It combines 
top-tier virtual machine technology from VMware for hyper availability and disaster recovery, Dell 
infrastructure, cloud productivity from Microsoft, software-defined WAN from Peplink, security from 
Crowdstrike and Fortinet Firewalls.

NETLOGiX clients use NET X Cloud to deploy secure, logically isolated, and Software-Defined Data 
Centres at will. NET X Cloud offers a fully managed SDDC service supported by our in-house Cloud 
Architects and support engineers. The platform further allows subscribers to provision their own 
resources through its self-service help desk.

NETXCLOUD by NETLOGiX.

Always, Anywhere, Everywhere.
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certified DATA CENTERS

NETLOGiX provides highly redundant and hybridised virtual machines,containers, and serverless 
infrastructure that supports software-defined computing, storage, networking, and security. Our 
colocated data centres offer high-speed, low-latency connectivity. Each location is ISO certified for 
ISO27001 and ISO9001. It also complies with the PCI DSS standard.

Clients can reserve capacity to lower costs while enjoying infrastructure solely dedicated to them. 
Your infrastructure is physically isolated from the infrastructure of other colocation customers.

virtual MACHINES

NET X Cloud allows our clients to add and remove virtual machine capacity on demand. We can 
upgrade, manage, backup, monitor, troubleshoot, and remediate from a single pane of glass anywhere 
using VMware platform deployment.

NET X Cloud puts Intel® Xeon® processing, by Dell Technologies, at your fingertips to ensure 
workload-optimised performance, advanced reliability, highest memory speed, capacity, and 
interconnectivity. 

virtual NETWORKING

Enjoy the ultimate in software-defined network connectivity, virtual load-balancing and virtual firewalls. 
NET X Cloud is a complete hyper-converged ICT stack that allows you to transition traditional network 
infrastructure by redeploying virtual assets.

NETLOGiX is an official distributor for Peplink’s market-leading software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) 
products. We are also partnered with Crowdstrike and Fortinet to provide state-of-the-art cyber security 
and firewalls as a core part of the NET X Cloud 
service.

virtual DISASTER RECOVERY

DRaaS (Disaster Recovery as a Service) is the 
critical tool that any modern ICT professional 
needs. The ability to add business resilience 
without increasing your skills gaps overcome 
one of the biggest hurdles in adopting new 
technologies.

NET X Cloud provides scalable DRaaS solutions 
for on-premise VMware workloads of all sizes. 
Disaster recovery and offsite data protection are 
made available by our DRaaS solution, utilising 
VMware’s Cloud Director Availability.

Any Application
(without modification)

Any Cloud Management Platform

NSX Network Virtualization Platform

Any Hypervisor

Logical Firewall Logical Load Balancer Logical VPN

Logical L2 - Switch Logical L3 - Router

Any Network Hardware

Virtual Networks

                       features



Always

Obsessive cyber security

- Monitored 24/7/365 by our team of ICT support professionals and cloud architects.
- Connect and protect applications across your on-premise and SDDC.
- Deliver granular protection with network segmentation and micro-segmentation to the individual 
workload.
- Create context-aware security policies and leverage IDS/IPS to defend against lateral threats.

Instant disaster recovery

- Flexible off-premises, cloud-based disaster recovery to the cloud and between clouds, cover needed 
hybrid scenarios – designed specifically for your VMware environment.
- Improve Business Continuity with cloud-based DRaaS provides safety from disasters that may impair 
your applications and infrastructure.
- Benefit from a subscription-based, competitively priced solution designed with core features to 
minimise costs.
- Managed DR reduces complexity and overhead by having a trusted partner own core DR operational 
work and make sense of regulatory and compliance mandates.

Anywhere

Hybrid, multi-cloud data centre
 
- Manage consistent networking and security policies across private and public clouds from a single 
pane of glass, regardless of where your applications run—VM, container or bare metal.
- Save CapEx by consolidating networking and security functions on a single platform. Slash OpEx 
through simplified operations and optimised traffic flows.
- Deploy VMware Cloud Infrastructure to achieve scale, agility, and cost savings through infrastructure 
and management interoperability. 
- Use VMware Cloud solutions to enable new PaaS environments, containers, and services without 
sacrificing enterprise capabilities and governance. 

Global connectivity

- Enable your virtual cloud networking with software-defined network and security.
- Streamline your multi-cloud operations with consistent networking and security.
- Provide integrated, full-stack networking and security for containerised apps and microservices like 
VMs.
- Transform your legacy load balancers to 100% software-defined solutions.

Everywhere

Effortless onboarding

- Streamline DR processes by leveraging existing VMware investments, reducing cost and overhead.
- Optimise your investment in the cloud using the Netlogix NET X Cloud virtual data centre.
- One-click provisioning.

Full integration with Microsoft 365, Azure and AWS

- Underlay networking services required to enable VMware, including L2/L3 services and firewall rule 
management.
- Edge-type networking services, including VPN, Public IP, and Internet Gateways. These edge services 
can run on hyper cloud providers solutions like AWS and Azure.

                   benefits



NETLOGiX designs and implements highly reliable ICT across the globe, emphasising high availability 
super redundant virtual infrastructure. By creating NET X, NETLOGiX has created a single solution that 
brings together the best-in-class technology with its world-class infrastructure and support.

We create value for our clients by leveraging our partnerships with VMware, Dell, Fortinet, Crowdstrike, 
Peplink, Microsoft Azure & AWS to deliver a fully integrated hybrid cloud environment to best meet the 
individual needs of each specific organisation. The NETLOGiX NET X Cloud is a series of private  
cloud environments collocated across various data centres in South Africa, focusing on delivering 
VMware Cloud Infrastructure as a Service. With VMware’s Cloud Director Availability, we provide a 
scalable enterprise DRaaS solution with security, flexibility, and control. 

Speak to our team of experts to get strategic consultation on the best way to set up a data centre for 
your enterprise’s private use. Run data recovery as a service for your organisation or your customers. 
Take advantage of thoroughly hybridised and virtual processing, storage, networking, and security 
solutions.

about NETLOGiX

contact NETLOGiX

Our PARTNERS

+27 (0)12 880 2400

sales@netlogix.co.za

www.netlogix.co.za


